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In our previous work, a novel model called compact radial basis function (CRBF) in a routing topology control has been modelled.
The computational burden of Zhang and Gaussian transfer functions was modified by removing the power parameters on the
models.The results showedoutstanding performance over theZhang andGaussianmodels.This study researched on several hybrids
forms of themodel where cosine (cos) and sine (sin) nonlinear weights were imposed on the two transfer functions such that𝑌(out) =

logsig(𝑅) + [exp(−abs(𝑅))] ∗ (± cos or ± sin(𝑅)). The purpose was to identify the best hybrid that optimized all of its parameters
with a minimum error. The results of the nonlinear weighted hybrids were compared with a hybrid of Gaussian model. Simulation
revealed that the negative nonlinear weights hybrids optimized all the parameters and it is substantially superior to the previous
approaches presented in the literature, with minimized errors of 0.0098, 0.0121, 0.0135, and 0.0129 for the negative cosine (HSCR-
BF
−cos), positive cosine (HSCR-BF

+cos), negative sine (HSCR-BF
−sin), and positive sine (HSCR-BF

+sin) hybrids, respectively, while
sigmoid andGaussian radial basis functions (HSGR-BF

+cos) were 0.0117.The proposed hybrid could serve as an alternative approach
to underground rescue operation.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background. In our earlier work we demonstrated how a
routing path was generated and how the compact radial basis
function could be improved by reducing the computational
burden of Gaussian by removing the power parameter from
themodel.We had discussed the robustness and fault tolerant
nature of the compact radial basis function for an emergency
underground rescue operation and had discussed the perfor-
mance of the sigmoid basis function and the compact radial
basis function of which the latter optimised its parameters
better than that of the former [1]. In this paper we look at the
hybrid formof this novel algorithm, by introducing nonlinear
weights of positive and negative cosine and sine.

1.2. Sigmoid Basis Function (SBF) and Radial Basis Func-
tion (RBF). Sigmoid basis function (SBF) and radial basis

function (RBF) are the most commonly used algorithms
in neural training. The output of the network is a linear
combination of radial basis function of the inputs and neural
parameters. Radial basis function networks have many uses,
including function approximation, time series prediction [2,
3] classification, and system control. The structure supports
the academic school of connectionist and the idea was
first formulated in 1988 by Broomhead and Lowe [4]. The
SBF, a mathematical function having an “S” shape (sigmoid
curve), and is related to brain reasoning and the structure
favors the computational believers. The sigmoid function
refers to the special case of the logistic function. Another
example is the Gompertz curve which is used in modeling
systems that saturate at large values of input, for example,
the ogee curve used in spillway of dams. A wide variety of
sigmoid functions have been used as activation functions of
neurons, including the logistic and hyperbolic tangent weight
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functions. Sigmoid curves are also common in statistics such
as integrals and logistic distribution, normal distribution, and
Student’s probability density functions. In our opinion, SBF
offers nonlinear effects for large input value and RBF provide
nonlinear effect at small input value. A nonlinear hybrid of
cosine and sine will result in more nonlinear blending across
the entire region.

1.3. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). Wireless sensor net-
works (WSN) gather and process data from the environment
and make possible applications in the areas of environment
monitoring, logistics support, health care, and emergency
response systems as well as military operations. Transmitting
data wirelessly impacts significant benefits to those inves-
tigating buildings, allowing them to deploy sensors which
monitor from a remote location. Multihop transmission
in wireless sensor networks conforms to the underground
tunnel structure and provides more scalability for communi-
cation system construction in rescue situations. A significant
discovery in the field of complex networks has shown that a
large number of complex networks including the internet are
scale-free and their connectivity distribution is described by
the power-law of the form 𝜌(𝑘) ∼ 𝑘

−𝜙, to allow few nodes
of very large degree to exist making it difficult for random
attack. A scale-free wireless network topology was therefore
used.

This paper proposes a nonlinearHybridNeural Networks
using radial and sigmoid transfer functions in underground
communication, based on particle swarm optimisation. An
alternative to this model is without hybrid, either RBF or
SBF. The SBF is known to be fast, while RBF is accurate [5]
and therefore blending the two will provide both speed and
accuracy. In addition the two models have been examined
in our previous work [1]. To this end, we model the incident
location as a pure random event and calculate the probability
that communication chain through particular rock layers
to the ground is not broken and allows neural network to
memorize the complicated relationship, such that when real
accident happens, the neural network resident in the robot is
used to predict the probability based on the rock layer it sees
instantly. If the result is positive, the robot waits to receive the
rescue signal; otherwise it moves deeper to the next layer and
repeats the procedure.

Section 2 explains the preliminaries to the study and
generates the routing path that has the highest survival proba-
bility for the neural training. Section 3 discusses related work
to the study. Section 4 discusses the network optimization
model based on the nonlinear weight on the compact radial
basis function. Section 5 highlights the method used and
Section 6 shows the simulation results of the various hybrids
and compare with the Gaussian model whiles Section 7 gives
a summary of the findings and future work.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Sensor Deployment. Some assumptions, such as 20% of
software failure, 2 safe exits assumed to be available after
accidents and additional errors committed after the accidents,

and the failure rate of radio frequency identification (RFID),
weremade in various sections.These assumptions are already
included in the model and they are there to ensure that the
system remains reliable.

Topological deployment of sensor nodes affects the per-
formance of the routing protocol [6, 7]. The ratio of com-
munication range to sensing range as well as the distance
between sensor nodes can affect the network topology.

Let Ω be the sensor sequence for the deployment of total
sensors 𝑇 = 𝑥𝑦𝑧 = 𝐿, 𝑅, 𝐶, such that

Ω =

{{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{{

{

For 𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1

node (𝑡, 2) = (


− (𝑅 + 1) ∗ (1 + (−1)

tog𝐽
)


2
+ 𝑗)

node (𝑡, 3) = (


− (𝐶 + 1) ∗ (1 + (−1)

tog𝐾
)


2
+ 𝑘)

for, 𝑖 = 1 : 𝐿, 𝑗 = 1 : 𝑅, 𝑘 = 1 : 𝐶 and node (𝑡, 1) = 𝑖.

(1)

tog𝐽 = ceil(𝑡/𝐶/𝑅) and tog𝐾 = ceil(𝑡/𝐶) check source and
destination node, respectively.

Ω(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) = {1, 1, 1}, {1, 2, 1}, . . . , {𝑖th, 𝑗th, 𝑘th} for [level 1,
row 1, column 1], [level 1, row 2, column 1], [. . .], and [𝑖th level,
𝑗th row, and 𝑘th column], respectively. Therefore 𝑇 = 𝑇 × 𝑇

matrix, in an underground mine with dimensions of 𝐿 = 3,
𝑅 = 2, and 𝐶 = 1 for depth (level), row (length), and width
(column), respectively, with “pm” a sensor apart, implies that
a minimum of 6 sensors will have to be deployed.

2.2. Communication. The Through-The-Earth (TTE) Com-
munication system transmits voice and data through solid
earth, rock, and concrete and is suitable for challenging
underground environments such as mines, tunnels, and sub-
ways.There were stationary sensor nodes monitoring carbon
monoxide, temperature, and so forth, as well as mobile
sensors (humans and vehicles) distributed uniformly. Both
stationary and mobile sensor nodes were connected to either
the Access Point (AP) and/or Access Point Heads (APHeads)
based on transmission range requirements [6].TheAPHeads
serve as cluster leaders and are located in areas where the
rock is relatively soft or signal penetration is better to ensure
that nodes are able to transmit the information they receive
from APs and sensor nodes. The APs are connected to other
APs orThrough-The-Earth (TTE) which is dropped through
a drilled hole down 300 meters apart based on the rock type.
The depth and rock type determine the required number
of TTEs needed. Next the data-mule is discharged to carry
items such as food, water, and equipments to the miners
underground and return with underground information to
rescue team.

2.3. Signal/Transmission Reach. Major challenges of sen-
sor networks include battery constraints, energy efficiency,
network lifetime, harsh underground characteristics, better
transmission range, and topology design, among others.
Several routing approaches for safety evacuation have been
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Table 1: Common rocks found in typical mines in relation to hardness or softness.

Nonlinear mapping Mica Coal Granite Feldspar Quartz Mineral
Softness 0.70 0.80 0.83 0.86 0.875 0.90
Hardness 2 3 5 6 7 9
Distance 750m 470m 390m 315m 278 78m

proposed [8–14].Thesewere developed depending on specific
emergency situations and management requirements. Trans-
mitting data wirelessly impacts significant benefits to those
investigating buildings, allowing them to deploy sensors and
monitor froma remote location [15, 16]. To effectively gain the
needed results, researchers have come out with a number of
techniques to address the problem of topology control (TC).
These include localization of nodes and time; error and path
loss; transmission range and total load eachnode experiences;
as well as energy conservation which is very crucial in
optimizing efficiency and minimizing cost in wireless sensor
networks [17–19]. Minimizing transmission range of wireless
sensor networks is vital to the efficient routing of the network
because the amount of communication energy that each
sensor consumes is highly related to its transmission range
[6].The nodes signal reach𝑁𝛿was defined as the integration
of the change of the minimum and maximum signal reach,
taking into consideration the number of cases (𝜏) of the rock
structure𝛽, 𝛽 is the rock hardness,𝑁𝛿 is the signal reach for a
node, and 𝑁𝛿min, 𝑁𝛿max are minimum and maximum signal
reach, respectively. The node signal reach is calculated as

𝑁𝛿 = 𝑁𝛿min +
𝑁𝛿min − 𝑁𝛿max


∗random (



𝛽


, rock, 1, 1) ,

𝑁𝛿min = min (𝐿,min (Row,Col)) ,

𝑁𝛿max = max (𝐿,max (Row,Col)) ,
(2)

andwhere𝛽 is a geometric figure in the range of 0.7 to 0.9. For
a connection to be made the absolute difference between 𝑖, 𝑗
should be less than the node signal reach-𝑁𝛿.The connection
matrix was given as

𝜑𝑘 (𝑖, 𝑗) = {
1 if 𝑖 − 𝑗

 ≤ 𝑁𝛿

0 otherwise.
(3)

The relationship between rock hardness and the signal reach
is a complicated nonlinear function, which is related to the
skin depth of the rock with alternating currents concentrated
in the outer region of a conductor (skin depth) by opposing
internal magnetic fields as follows:

Skin depth = √
2

(𝜌 ∗ 𝜔 ∗ 𝜎)
. (4)

𝜌 is material conductivity, 𝜔 is frequency, and 𝜎 is magnetic
permeability.

The signal (𝐵-field) is attenuated by cube of distance (𝑑) :

𝐵 = (𝑘)𝑑
3.

Signal reach (distance) is equal to 3
∗ skin depth.

Table 1 identifies 6 common rocks found inmines in rela-
tion to hardness or softness of each rock.

A routing path was modeled using a number of 𝑇×𝑇 size
matrices namely the connection matrix (𝜑𝑘), routing matrix
(𝜑𝑟), explosion matrix (𝜑𝑥), failed matrix (𝜑𝑓), hope matrix
(𝜑ℎ), optimized matrix (𝜑𝑜), and the exit matrix (𝜑𝑒). The
hardware survival rate vector (𝜑ℎ), the survival rate vector
(𝜑V) of each miner, and the final average survival rate vector
(𝑅) were also generated. A sensor node is named by its 3D
integer (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) coordinates, where 1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑅, 1 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 𝐶,
1 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 𝐿 for 𝑇 = 𝑅 ∗ 𝐶 ∗ 𝐿 being total number of
nodes. If the node (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) is connected with node (𝑑, 𝑒, 𝑓)

then the element on ((𝑎 − 1) ∗ 𝐶 ∗ 𝐿 + (𝑏 − 1) ∗ 𝐿 + 𝑐)th
row and ((𝑑 − 1) ∗ 𝐶 ∗ 𝐿 + (𝑒 − 1) ∗ 𝐿 + 𝑓)th column
is 1; otherwise 0 and routing are limited to total number of
multiple points connections that can be made. In arriving at
the final optimized vector for transmission, each matrix was
generated 𝜏 times.

The 𝜑𝑟 ⊂ 𝜑𝑘; 𝑀
𝜌

≤ 𝛼, 𝑀
𝜌

is even, 𝑀
𝜌

representing the
maximum point-to-multipoint connection, and 𝑀

𝜌

is even
allowing bidirectional communication, with 𝑖,𝑗 checking
source and destination nodes, respectively:

𝜑𝑟 =

{

{

{

1 if 𝑖 − 𝑗
 ≥ (

𝑀
𝜌

2
)

0 otherwise;
,

for 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1 : 𝑇.

(5)

2.4. Hardware, Software, and Network Fault Tolerant Con-
siderations. Network security is a critical issue in wireless
sensor networks as it significantly affects the efficiency of
the communication andmany keymanagement schemes had
been proposed to mitigate this constraint [18, 20]. In an event
of accidents (𝜓) occurring, the routing pathwould be affected
by (1−𝜓), where𝜓 is any randomvaluewithin𝛽, whichwould
cause explosion on 𝑅𝜑 matrix and result in 𝜑𝑥 such that the
resulting matrix would be the failed matrix (𝜑𝑓):

𝜑𝑥 = (1 − 𝜓) 𝜑𝑟,

𝜑𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗) = {
1 if {𝜑𝑥 (𝑖, 𝑗) < 𝜆𝐿}

0 if {𝜑𝑥 (𝑖, 𝑗) ≥ 𝜆𝐿}

(6)

𝜑𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) = 0 if {𝜑𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗) ≥ 𝜆𝐻} else 𝜑𝑓 = 𝜑𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗)/𝜆𝐻 for (𝜆𝐿
or 𝜆𝐻) representing the lower and higher accident impact
thresholds, respectively.

A new set of routing paths (𝜑ℎ) and exit matrices (𝜑𝑒) for
transmission was calculated as

𝜑ℎ = 𝜑𝑓 ∗ 𝜑𝑟,

𝜑𝑒 = 𝑁𝑒 − 𝜓.

(7)
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The mathematical objective here is to find an optimized
routing matrix (𝜑𝑜) that has the maximum survivability. The
survivability is defined as the entropy of a number of parallel
connections between every node to all the sink(s). The exit
matrix (𝜑𝑒) described the success rate from each node to the
sink(s), 𝜑𝑒 assumes that the number of exits (𝑁𝑒) is available
with an errormargin (𝜓). Inmost practical applications,more
than one sink is used, and sink node is either through the fiber
orThrough-The-Earth (TTE) link. It is important to note that,
in real rescue situations, the software (relational database
management system (RDBMS)) and hardware including
radio frequency identification (RFID) may fail as a result of
the effect from the explosion and attack. The matrix (𝜑𝑠)

was used to describe software survival rate including bugs or
attacks:

𝜑𝑠 = 1 − ((
1

𝑇 + random
) (“Geometric”, fail, 𝑇, 𝑇)) . (8)

To obtain the final survival vector (𝜑𝑅) it was assumed that
each miner will have an RFID; a vector 𝜑𝐼 was used to
describe its failure rate, including risks of running out of
battery, a vector 𝜑𝐻 for the hardware failure rate, for𝑇 = total
number of nodes:

𝜑𝐼 = 1 − ((
1

𝑇 + 𝑟
) ∗ (“Geometric”, fail, 1, 𝑇)) . (9)

𝑟 is a random number generated from the vector 𝑇 and 𝑟 :

0 → ∞, 𝑇 + random : 𝑇 → ∞, (1/(𝑇 + 𝑟)) : 1/𝑇 → 0;
1 − (1/(𝑇 + 𝑟)) : 1 − 1/𝑇 → 1 is the minimum; therefore
for 𝑇 = 𝑁 nodes, we have 1 − 1/𝑁 = (𝑁 − 1)/𝑁 → 1 for
(𝑁 − 1)/𝑁 → node is dead and 1 → node is alive:

𝜑𝐻 = min (1, 𝜑𝐼 [𝑋Ψ]) ; for [𝑋Ψ]) =
𝜑𝑒

𝑀
𝑝

. (10)

The survival rate of each miner was (𝜑V). All these assump-
tions happen in real life and must be considered. The final
survival rate vector (𝜑𝑅) was calculated:

𝜑V = 𝜑𝑠 ∗ 𝜑𝑒, (11)

𝜑𝑅 = 𝜑V ∗ 𝜑𝑠, (12)

𝑅 = 𝜑𝑅. (13)

3. Related Work

3.1. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Having found the
optimum set of routing table that has the highest survival
probability of communicating with and rescuing miners, it is
important to train the neurons such that the initial error will
be minimized and more importantly have a reliable system
[21].The topology of a neural network can be recurrent (with
feedback contained in the network from the output back to
the input), the feedforward (where data flow from the input to
the output units).The data processing can extend over several
layers of units, but no feedback connections are present.Many
researchers have come out with neural network predictive
models in both sigmoid and radial basis functions [22, 23]

with applications such as nonlinear transformation [23],
extreme learning machine, predicting accuracy in gene clas-
sification [24], crisp distributed support vectors regression
(CDSVR) model was monthly streamflow prediction was
proposed by Valdez et al. [25] and other applications include
fuzzy inference systems (FIS) which have been successfully
applied in fields such as automatic control, data classification,
decision analysis, and expert systems [26] among others.
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are learning algorithmused
to minimize the error between the neural network output
and desired output. This is important where relationships
exist between weights within the hidden and output layers,
and among weights of more hidden layers. In addition other
parameters including mean iteration, standard variation,
standard deviation and convergent time (in sections) were
evaluated. The architecture of the learning algorithm and
the activation functions were included in neural networks.
Neurons are trained to process store, recognize, and retrieve
patterns or database entries to solve combinatorial optimiza-
tion problems. Assuming that the input layer has 4 neurons,
output layer 3 neurons, and the hidden layer 6 neurons, we
can evolve other parameters in the feedforward network to
evolve the weight. So the particles would be in a group of
weights and there would be 4 ∗ 6 + 6 ∗ 3 = 42 weights.
This implies that the particle consists of 42 real numbers.
The range of weight can be set to [−100, 100] or a fitting
range. After encoding the particles, the fitness function was
then determined. The goodness of the fit was diagnosed
using mean squared error (MSE) as against mean cubic
error (MCE) and the mean absolute error (MAE). The mean
cubic error will allow for fast convergence and that will
gross over accuracy making the process unstable, while the
mean absolute error is stable but converges slowly. A midway
between the two is the MSE and is given as

MSE =
1

𝑛𝑠

𝑛

∑

𝑗=1

𝑠

∑

𝑖=1

(𝑌
𝑗,𝑖

− 𝑦
𝑗,𝑖

)
2

, (14)

where 𝑛 is number of samples, 𝑠 is the number of neurons at
output layer, 𝑌

𝑖,𝑗

is the ideal value of 𝑖th sample at 𝑗th output,
and 𝑌

𝑖,𝑗

is the actual value of 𝑖th sample at 𝑗th output.

3.2. The Gaussian and Zhang Models. The standard or direct
approach to interpolation at locations {𝑥

1

, ..., 𝑥
𝑁

} ⊂ 𝑅
𝑑

without the first term, using Gaussian kernel is given as

𝜙 (𝑟) = 𝑒
−(𝜀𝑟)

2

. (15)

Zhang has [27] tried tomodify theGaussianmodel as follows:
a function 𝜓 : [0,∞) → R such that 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑥) = 𝜑(‖𝑥 − 𝑥



‖),
where, 𝑥, 𝑥 ∈ 𝜒 and 𝑥 ⋅ 𝑥

 denotes the Euclidean norm with
𝑘(𝑥, 𝑥



) = exp(−‖𝑥 − 𝑥


‖
2

/𝛿
2

) as an example of the RBF
kernels. The global support for RBF radials or kernels has
resulted in dense Grammatrices that can affect large datasets
and therefore construct the following two equations:
𝑘
𝐶,V(𝑥, 𝑥



) = 𝜙
𝐶,V(‖𝑥 − 𝑥



‖)𝑘(𝑥, 𝑥


) and 𝜙
𝐶,V(‖𝑥 − 𝑥



‖) =

[(1 − ‖𝑥 − 𝑥


‖/𝐶)(⋅)
+

]
V, where𝐶 > 0, V ≥ (𝑑+1)/2, and (⋅)

+

is
the positive part. The function 𝜙C(⋅) is a sparsifying operator,
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which thresholds all the entries satisfying (‖𝑥 − 𝑥


‖) ≥ 𝐶

to zeros in the Gram matrix. The new kernel resulting from
this construction preserves positive definiteness. This means
that given any pair of inputs 𝑥 and 𝑥

 where 𝑥 = 𝑥
 the

shrinkage (the smaller 𝐶) is imposed on the function value
𝑘(𝑥, 𝑥



); the result is that the Gram matrices 𝐾 and 𝐾
𝐶V can

be either very similar or quite different, depending on the
choice of 𝐶. However Zhang also ended up with an extra
power parameter.

4. The Proposed Hybrid

The previous work looked at the Gaussian model and par-
alyzed the computational power parameter. The result was
compact radial basis function (CRBF). This was used to run
both SBF and RBF and the results compared. The scalability
and processing efficiency were also analyzed.

The novelty of this algorithm, the weighed nonlinear
hybrid, was to find several hybrids and the best for rescue
operations.The cosine and sine functionswere used to reduce
high level nonlinear and increase small level nonlinear.
Both the previous and the current algorithm used the same
preliminary considerations, but the results is slightly different
because data are random.

The sigmoid basis function was given as

log sig (𝑅) , 𝑅 = 𝑊 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝐵,

log sig (𝑊 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝐵) =
1

1 + 𝑒−(𝑊⋅𝑃+𝐵)
.

(16)

Neuron function 𝑆 (sigmoid) is log sig, 𝑊 is weight matrix,
𝑃 is input vector, and 𝐵 is threshold. We therefore proposed
a compact radial basis function based on the Gaussian radial
basis function and Helens’ [28] definition expressed as

[exp (− ‖𝑅‖)] , 𝑅 = 𝑊 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝐵,

(exp (−abs ((𝑊 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝐵))) ,

𝜙 (out) = [exp (− ‖𝑅‖)] .

(17)

𝑊 is weight matrix, 𝑃 is input vector, and 𝐵 is threshold. The
focus was to improve on the radial basis function for themine
application.

An optimized vector 𝑅 was generated as the optimum
set of transmission routing table that has the highest survival
probability for data transmission (13):

𝑃𝑁 =

𝑁

∑

𝑖=1

𝑅
𝑖

𝑆
𝑖

+

2

∑

𝑖=1

𝑆
𝑖

+

2

∑

𝑖=1

𝑆
𝑖

𝑆
𝑖

+ 1

for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑆; 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑅.

(18)

𝑅, 𝑆
1

, 𝑆
2

are number of neurons at input, hidden, and output
layers, respectively.

𝑃𝑁 is the position of the 𝑛th particle:

𝑊
𝑖

= 𝑆
𝑖

𝑅,𝑊
2

= 𝑆
𝑖

𝑅, . . . ,𝑊
𝑚

= 𝑆
𝑚

𝑅,

𝑃
𝑖

= [𝑅 (𝑖 − 𝑗) + 𝐾] = 𝑊
𝑖

(𝑖, 𝑘) .

(19)

There are two thresholds (𝑆
1

⇒ 𝐵
1

):
Hidden: 𝐵

1

(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑃(𝑅𝑆
1

+ 𝑆
1

𝑆
2

) ⇒ S
1

Output: 𝐵
2

(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑃(𝑅𝑆
1

+ 𝑆
1

𝑆
2

) ⇒ 𝑆
2

.

From (16), (17), and (18) the nonlinear weight of [± cos(𝑅)] or
[± sin(𝑅)] was imposed on the CRBF before being combined
with the SBF as (HSCR-BF

− cos, HSCR-BF
+ cos, HSCR-BF

− sin,
HSCR-BF

+ sin).The cosine weight was used to keep high level
nonlinear for small input value and reduce the nonlinear for
large input values, while sine weight was used to keep high
level nonlinear for large input value and reduce the nonlinear
for small input values:

HSCR-BF
− cos :

𝑌 (out) = log sig (𝑅) + [exp (− ‖𝑅‖)] ⋅
∗

[− cos (𝑅)]

HSCR-BF
+ cos :

𝑌 (out) = log sig (𝑅) + [exp (− ‖𝑅‖)] ⋅
∗

[+ cos (𝑅)]

HSCR-BF
− sin :

𝑌 (out) = log sig (𝑅) + [exp (− ‖𝑅‖)] ⋅
∗

[− sin (𝑅)]

HSCR-BF
+ sin :

𝑌 (out) = log sig (𝑅) + [exp (− ‖𝑅‖)] ⋅
∗

[+ sin (𝑅)] .

(20)

Thenonlinear weight of [+ cos(𝑅)]was imposed on theGRBF
before being combined with the SBF:

HSGR-YBF
+ cos :

𝑌 (out) = log sig (𝑅) + [exp (−‖𝑅‖
2

)] ⋅
∗

[+ cos (𝑅)] .

(21)

5. Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle swarm optimization (PSO), an evolutionary algo-
rithm, is a population based stochastic optimization tech-
nique. The idea was conceived by an American researcher
and social psychologist James Kennedy in the 1950s. The
theory is inspired by social behavior of bird flocking or fish
schooling. The method falls within the category of swarm
intelligence methods for solving global optimization prob-
lems. Literature has shown that the PSO is an effective
alternative to established evolutionary algorithms (GA). It is
also established that PSO is easily applicable to real world
complex problems with discrete, continuous, and nonlinear
design parameters and retains the conceptual simplicity of
GA [29, 30]. Each particle within the swarm is given an initial
random position and an initial speed of propagation. The
position of the particle represents a solution to the problem
as described in a matrix 𝜏, where 𝑀 and 𝑁 represent the
number of particles in the simulation and the number of
dimensions of the problem, respectively [31, 32]. A random
position representing a possible solution to the problem, with
an initial associated velocity representing a function of the
distance from the particle’s current position to the previous
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position of good fitness value, was given. A velocity matrix
𝑉el with the same dimensions as matrix 𝜏

𝑥

described this:

𝜏
𝑥

= (

𝜏
11

, 𝜏
12

, . . . , 𝜏
1𝑁

𝜏
21

, 𝜏
22

, . . . , 𝜏
2𝑁

...
𝜏
𝑚1

, 𝜏
𝑚2

, . . . , 𝜏
𝑀𝑁

),

𝑉el = (

V11, V12, . . . , V1𝑁

V21, V22, . . . , V2𝑁
...

V𝑚1, V𝑚2, . . . , V𝑀𝑁

).

(22)

The best feasible alternative is the genetic algorithm.However
this is generally slow as compared to the PSO and therefore
computationally expensive, hence the PSO.

While moving in the search space, particles commit to
memorize the position of the best solution they have found.
At each iteration of the algorithm, each particle moves with
a speed that is a weighed sum of three components: the old
speed, a speed component that drives the particles towards
the location in the search space, where it previously found
the best solution so far, and a speed component that drives
the particle towards the location in the search space where
the neighbor particles found the best solution so far [7]. The
personal best position can be represented by an𝑁×𝑁matrix
𝜌best and the global best position is an 𝑁-dimensional vector
𝐺best:

𝜌best = (

𝜌
11

, 𝜌
12

, . . . , 𝜌
1𝑁

𝜌
21

, 𝜌
22

, . . . , 𝜌
2𝑁

...
𝜌
𝑚1

, 𝜌
𝑚2

, . . . , 𝜌
𝑀𝑁

),

𝐺best = (𝑔best
1

, 𝑔best
12

, . . . , 𝑔best
𝑁

) .

(23)

All particles move towards the personal and the global
best, with 𝜏, 𝜌best, 𝑉el, and 𝑔best containing all the required
information by the particle swarm algorithm.These matrices
are updated on each successive iterations:

𝑉
𝑚𝑛

= 𝑉
𝑚𝑛

+ 𝛾
𝑐1

𝜂
𝑟1

(𝑝best
𝑚𝑛

− 𝑋
𝑚𝑚

)

+ 𝛾
𝑐2

𝜂
𝑟2

(𝑔best
𝑛

− 𝑋
𝑚𝑛

)

𝑋
𝑚𝑛

= 𝑉
𝑚𝑛

.

(24)

𝛾
𝑐1

and 𝛾
𝑐2

are constants set to 1.3 and 2, respectively, and
𝜂
𝑟1

𝜂
𝑟2

are random numbers.

5.1. AdaptiveMutation according toThreshold. Particle swarm
optimization has been effective in training neural networks
such as a Parallel Particle Swarm optimization (PPSO)
methodwith dynamic parameter adaptation used to optimize
complex mathematical functions and improved evolutionary
method in fuzzy logic [30, 31, 33]. To prevent particles
from not converging or converging at local minimum, an
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Figure 1: The structure AMPSO for CRBF, GRBF, and SBF transfer
functions.
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Figure 2: Impact of explosion/accident on transmission link.

adaptivemutation according to thresholdwas introduced. An
alternative to this is the use of the nonadaptive mutation, and
this could converge to the local minimum or fail to converge
at all. The advantage of the nonadaptation is simple and fast
but may not provide the needed results.

Particles positions were updated with new value only
when the new value is greater than the previous value; 20% of
particles of those obtaining lower values weremade tomutate
for faster convergence and the structure of adaptive mutation
PSO (AMPSO) with threshold can be found in [1]. The input
layer takes the final survival vector (13), with a number of
hidden layers and an output layer. The feedforward neural
network was used. The structure of Adaptive Mutation PSO
(AMPSO) with threshold Neural Network was used, Figure 1,
[32].

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Generating the Routing Path. Elements 0, 1, and 2 in 𝜑𝑥

imply that the link(s) were not affected and elements 3, 4,
5, and 6, represent a probability for the links being able to
transmit data, while figures from 7 means the link is totally
dead. Region 1 that indicates that links are not affected, region
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Table 2: Optimum set of routing table redundancy with the highest survival probability (6 cases).

Vectors for each case Rock hardness cases
𝑅1 0.5409 0.4281 0.8834 0.585 0.8134 0.5163 0.7
𝑅2 0.4526 0.5841 0.4547 0.8997 0.8436 0.2696 0.8
𝑅3 0.2931 0.5899 0.5903 0.8309 0.6971 0.2898 0.83
𝑅4 0.4851 0.6085 0.6913 0.4002 0.5026 0 0.86
𝑅5 0.4917 0.5857 0.7805 0.6037 0.5182 0.6472 0.875
𝑅6 0.2902 0.7253 0.458 0.5762 0.1397 0 0.9

2 gives the probability of link available, and the last region
indicates the link is completely down (Figure 2).

Thematrices𝜑𝑖, 𝜑𝑘, 𝜑𝑟, 𝜑𝑥, 𝜑ℎ for 𝜏 = 𝑛, with dimensions
of 𝐿 = 3, 𝑅 = 2, and𝐶 = 1 for depth (level), row (length), and
width (column), respectively, were generated as follows:

𝑆eq = (

(

1 1 1

1 2 1

2 2 1

2 1 1

3 1 1

3 2 1

)

)

, 𝑖𝜑 =

[
[
[
[
[
[
[

[

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

]

,

𝜑𝑘 = (

(

1 1 1 1 0 0

1 1 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 1

)

)

1 = signal points,

𝜑𝑟 = (

(

1 1 1 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 1

)

)

1 = transmission path,

𝜑𝑥 = (

(

0 1 2 2 0 0

1 5 1 2 0 0

0 8 1 5 9 1

1 1 5 1 1 17

1 1 4 11 0 2

4 4 19 5 3 0

)

)

explosion sizes,

𝜑𝑓 = (

(

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 .6 1 1 1 1

1 0 1 .6 0 1

1 1 .6 1 1 0

1 1 .75 0 1 1

.75 .75 0 .6 1 1

)

)

,

(25)

𝜑ℎ = (

(

1 1 1 0 0 0

1 .6 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 .6 0 0

0 0 .6 1 1 0

0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 .6 1 1

)

)

,

𝜑𝑜 = (

(

.8 .8 .8 0 0 0

.8 .48 .8 0 0 0

0 0 .8 .48 0 0

0 0 .48 .8 .8 0

0 0 0 0 .8 .8

0 0 0 .48 .8 .8

)

)

,

𝜑𝑒 = (

(

1.44 1.44 1.44 0 0 0

1.44 .864 1.44 0 0 0

0 0 1.44 .864 0 0

0 0 .864 1.44 1.44 0

0 0 0 0 1.44 1.44

0 0 0 .864 1.44 1.44

)

)

1 or fractional figures are transmission path.

(26)

Element “0” on 𝜑𝑓 depicts a connection lost, while “1” means
that the connection will never go down and represent the
connection to the fixed sink node(s) along the edge or the
emergency connection to the mobile data mule(s):

𝜑s = (

(

.8333 .8889 .9091 .8333 .8571 .8333

.8889 .8333 .8750 .8571 .8750 .8333

.8571 .9167 .8750 .9091 .8889 .8333

.8750 .8571 .8571 .8571 .8571 .8333

.8333 .8333 .8571 .8333 .8889 .9000

.9167 .8333 .9091 .8333 .8889 .8571

)

)

.

(27)

The survival rate of RFID, hardware, and each miner
vectors was displayed as

𝜑𝐼 = .8571 .8750 .8571 .8889 .8571 .8333,

𝜑𝐻 = .6236 .4976 1 .6851 .9286 .6086,

𝜑V = .5409 .4281 .8834 .5850 .8134 .5163.

(28)

Optimization was done numerically usingMatlab simulation
tool to find the optimum set of routing tables through
particle swarm search for rescue operation as discussed in
the preliminaries. From (13) the final survival vector for
dimensions of 𝐿 = 3, 𝑅 = 2, and 𝐶 = 1 will be an average of
the 6 vectors as in Table 2. Total cases 𝑅𝑛 = 𝜏 = 𝑇×𝑇 (which
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Table 3: Scalability of model to survival probability range, robot location and rock type.

Location Mica Coal Granite Feldspar Quartz Mineral
Compact radial basis function with negative nonlinear weight (HSCR-BF

− cos)
(10, 6, 5) 0.8769–1.0000 0.9070–0.9927 0.8402–0.9943 0.8023–0.9778 0.7386–0.9376 0.7345–0.8740
(10, 5, 4) 0.9024–0.9696 0.9032–0.9505 0.8836–0.9430 0.8633–0.9527 0.7944–0.9465 0.7263–0.8720
(6, 5, 4) 0.8906–0.9877 0.8827–0.9845 0.8384–0.9675 0.8627–0.9820 0.7911–0.9142 0.6392–0.7840
(3, 1, 10) 0.7302–0.8481 0.6588–0.7816 0.6341–0.7473 0.6503–0.7249 0.5930–0.7156 0.4445–0.5621

Gaussian radial basis function with positive nonlinear weight (HSGR-BF
+ cos)

(10, 6, 5) 0.8732–0.9963 0.8526–0.9987 0.8492–0.9950 0.7867–0.9568 0.7404–0.9025 0.6606–0.8315
(10, 5, 4) 0.8843–0.9593 0.8843–0.9853 0.8444–0.9753 0.7746–0.9828 0.7304–0.9595 0.6678–0.8817
(6, 5, 4) 0.8785–0.9983 0.8902–0.9996 0.8200–0.9997 0.7927–0.9446 0.7065–0.8565 0.6572–0.8063
(3, 1, 10) 0.7608–0.8552 0.6600–0.8325 0.6090–0.7371 0.5482–0.6249 0.5026–0.6056 0.4856–0.5453
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Figure 3: Hybrid of SBF and CRBF (HSCR-BF) with (a) HSCR-BF
− cos and (b) HSCR-BF

− sin nonlinear weight.

represent the total nodes deployed) for this scenario. Rock
softness or hardness takes the values of 𝛽 and each matrix is
generated 𝜏 time/cases and the final routing vector will be an
average of the 𝑛 vectors 𝜑𝑅 = Average (𝑅1 : 𝑅6) [Table 2]
which becomes the input for the PSO training.

The final survival rate is 𝑅 = (0.5409 0.4281 0.8834

0.585 0.8130 0.5163) from (13).

6.2. The Final Survival Vector. The 𝑅 = (0.5409 0.4281

0.8834 0.585 0.8130 0.5163) from (13) is the maximum
survival probability for a total of 6 nodes deployed. It
describes the success rate from each node to the sink(s). In
most practical applications, more than one sink is used, and
sink node is either through the fiber or TTE connection. The
size of the vector depends on the dimensions of the field.
The elements 𝑅 = (0.5409 0.4281 0.8834 0.585 0.8130

0.5163) represent the probability of 54%, 43%, 88%, 59%,
81%, and 52% success of each node transmitting data to and
from its source or destination. It assists decision makers as to
whether to send data through one ormore nodes or send each

message twice. The total nodes used for the simulation were
300 with undergroundmine dimensions of 𝐿 = 10,𝑅 = 6 and
𝐶 = 5 for depth (level), row (length), and width (column),
respectively, with “pm” a sensor apart, pm = 100,𝑀

𝜌

= 4, and
𝑁𝑒 = 2. The PSO training used swarm size of 20, maximum
position was set to 100, max velocity = 1, and maximum
number of iteration = 250. The thresholds 𝜆𝐿 and 𝜆𝐻 were
3 and 6, respectively, 𝜏 = 6 cases (each case represent,
a rock hardness case and also represent, the total neurons
used); thus each matrix and vectors were run 6 times before
neural training. The survival probability (bottom) indicates
that the model survived between 90 and 100%, where rock
cases were relatively soft (≥0.7). The survival probability
declines as the rock becomes harder and approaches 0.8. At
the hardest rock of 0.9, the survival probability fell between
72 and 84% for the entire hybrids. In view of this the AP
heads had to be deployed at a location where the rock is
relatively soft for maximum signal strength. Each computer
simulation incorporated all the 6 different cases of rock
hardness/softness to produce the matrices. Detailed location
analysis or the scalability of the model in relation to survival
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Table 4: Hybrid of SBF and CRBF with negative nonlinear weight on CRBF (HSCR-BF
− cos).

Runs Mean iteration Std variation Std deviation Convergent time Final error
Total 231.020 343.498 0.382 916.50 0.0985
AVG 23.102 34.350 0.038 91.65 0.0098
Min/Max 29.540 45.314 0.024 80.000 0.0043

Table 5: Hybrid of SBF and CRBF with nonlinear weight on CRBF (HSCR-BF
− sin).

Runs Mean iteration Std variation Std deviation Convergent time Final error
Total 307.320 488.381 0.376 1143.00 0.135
AVG 30.732 48.838 0.038 114.30 0.013
Min/Max 30.740 56.926 0.007 61.500 0.021

probability range, robot location, and different rock types is
recorded in Table 3. Figures 4–6 represent different scenarios
of SBF and CRBF hybrids with the [± cos(𝑅)] and [± sin(𝑅)]

nonlinear weights, while Figure 7 represents the SBF and
Gaussian hybrids for [+ cos(𝑅)] nonlinear weight. The top
half of each figure indicates the optimized error or the final
error after the neural training and the bottom half reveals
model survival probability.

Figure 3 discusses the SBF and CRBF hybrids (HSCR-
BF) with nonlinear weight. Training in negative nonlinear
weights (HSCR-BF

− cos, HSCR-BF
− sin) responded well. The

HSCR-BF
− cos had a steady and compact routing path which

was consistent through all rock layers, with initial survival
probability between 87.7% and 100% in soft layers declining
to 73.5%–87.4% at harder rock layers. The HSCR-BF

− sin
performed quite well but was more dispersed (87.9% to 98.5
at the soft rock and 66.5% to 81.8% at the hard rock).

In addition, the various parameters, mean iteration,
standard variance, standard deviation, and the convergent
time, of HSCR-BF

− cos were optimised. This is demonstrated
by finding the relationship between the maximum and the
minimum values of the parameters and comparing with the
average figures and the closer the difference is to the average
the more consistent the data are in the dataset (Table 4); thus
HSCR-BF

− cos provided the best results among the proposed
hybrids. The HSCR-BF

− sin on the RBF yielded strength in
mean iteration and standard variance with error of 0.013
(Table 5).

In Figure 4 training with nonlinear weight of positive
cosine and sine of HSCR-BF (HSCR-BF

+ cos and HSCR-
BF
+ sin) had some similarities. The two models streamed

well at the initial stages from 89.6% to 99.2% and 90.8%
to 99.0% at soft layers of the rock, respectively. However
at the last stages the probability of transmitting effectively
became marginal, from 79.5% to 85.2% and 82.1% to 85.4%,
respectively. Much as this hybrid could perform well in areas
where routing conditions aremuch better in less dense rescue
situations, this could hamper rescue mission in both cases
due to battery drain or collision from traffic conjunction.The
data formean iteration and convergent time forHSCR-BF

+ cos
(Table 6) and mean Iteration, standard variance, the final

error HSCR-BF
+ sin (Table 7) were consistent with the nega-

tive sine having better results than the positive cosine.
The survival probability of the positive nonlinear weight

Gaussian hybrids (HSGR-BF
+ cos) in Figure 5 is more com-

pact both at the initial (i.e., 87.3–99.6%) and later (66.1%–
83.2%) stages declining to harder rock layers with an error
of 0.01173 (Table 8).

At the initial stage particles are sensitive to inputs as
they moved quickly in the search space towards the target
and while particles peaked closer to the target it became less
sensitive to the input and began to align (Figure 6). At the
later stage more RBF are used to keep the error at minimum
for accuracy. It was also noticed that instead of acceler-
ating higher, and becoming more sensitive to the inputs,
while particles were far from the target, the hybrids with
∗

[− sin(𝑅)] and ∗[ + sin(𝑅)] were less sensitive to the inputs
as ∗[− sin(𝑅)] descended from [𝑥 = −1, 𝑦 = 0.5785] to
[𝑥 = 1, 𝑦 = 0.4215], while ∗[+ sin(𝑅)] descended from [𝑥 =

−3, 𝑦 = 0.0404] to [𝑥 = −1, 𝑦 = −0.04062] before becoming
conscious of the inputs. In addition the hybrids with the
∗

[+ cos(𝑅)] lagged slightly between [𝑥 = −4, 𝑦 = 0.006014]

and [𝑥 = −2, 𝑦 = 0.06288] before becoming sensitive to
inputs. However they all lined up for accuracy in terms of the
minimised error.

The nonlinearity of the hybrids is presented (Figure 7);
the negative cosine/sine weight is used to reduce nonlinear
for small input values and this lies between −1 < 𝑥 < +1, and
the positive cosine/sine weight is used to keep high nonlinear
for large inputs for the remaining region.

6.3. CPU Time Efficiency. The relationship between various
hybrids with respect to the central processing time (CPU)
was profiled for different runs (Table 9) and expressed in a
sixth-order polynomial given as 𝑌

𝑟

= 𝛽
7

𝑋
6

1

+ 𝛽
6

𝑋
5

1

+ 𝛽
5

𝑋
4

1

+

𝛽
4

𝑋
3

1

+ 𝛽
3

𝑋
2

1

+ 𝛽
2

𝑋
1

+ 𝛽
0

, where 𝑋
1

is time (seconds) and 𝛽

is the coefficient of the polynomial (Figure 8). The proposed
hybrid has better usage of CPU time with 𝑅

2

= 0.9160,
followed byHSCR-BF

− sin andHSCR-BF
+ cos with𝑅

2 of 0.7551
and 0.7244, respectively (Table 10). Applying the proposed
algorithm into Gaussian, the CPU usage had 𝑅

2 of 0.7345
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Figure 4: Hybrid of SBF and CRBF (HSCR-BF) with (a) HSCR-BF
+ cos and (b) HSCR-BF

+ sin nonlinear weight.

Table 6: Hybrid of SBF and CRBF with nonlinear weight on CRBF (HSCR-BF
+ cos).

Runs Mean iteration Std variation Std deviation Convergent time Final error
Total 350.780 522.257 0.311 1156.50 0.121
AVG 35.078 52.226 0.031 115.65 0.012
Max/Min 54.840 63.413 0.009 93.500 0.006

and indeedmarginally outperformedHSCR-BF
+ cos. Detailed

work on SBF, CRBF, and GRBF, with regard to scalability,
memory usage, and the central processing time, has been
carried by the authors [1].

7. Conclusion

In summary, we made the following contributions. First we
used the mix of SBF and CRBF to present several hybrids
with different nonlinear weights of cosine and sine func-
tions on compact radial basis function. Next we showed
the performance of the proposed nonlinear weight hybrids;
HSCR-BF

− cos, HSCR-BF
+ cos, HSCR-BF

− sin, and HSCR-
BF
+ sin optimised all the parameters with minimised error

of 0.0098, 0.012, 0.013, and 0.013, respectively, compared to
0.0117 for Gaussian HSCR-BF

+ cos. The analyzed CPU usage
with corresponding 𝑅

2 values of 0.9160, 0.75, 0.72440, 0.6731
and 0.7345 for HSCR-BF

− cos, HSCR-BF
+ cos, HSCR-BF

− sin,
HSCR-BF

+ sin, and HSCR-BF
+ cos, respectively, demonstrated

that the algorithm is scalable. There exist some evacuation
models, that is, Goh and Mandic [11] which offered a choice
for travelers and several schemes for the decisionmakersmay
not be applicable in emergency undergroundmine situations.
The proposed nonlinear hybrid algorithm with particle swarm
optimisation has better capability of approximation to underly-
ing functions with a fast learning speed and high robustness and

is competitive and more computationally efficient to Gaussian
with the same nonlinear weight. The algorithm is new and
that makes it difficult to identify limitations and we intend to
investigate other hybrids and comparewith genetic algorithm
(GA) in the future.

Nomenclature

𝑁𝛿min, 𝑁𝛿max: Minimum and maximum signal
reach

HSCR-BF/HSGR-BF: Hybrid of SBF with CRBF/Hybrid of
SBF with GRBF

HSCR-BF
− cos: Hybrid of SBF and CRBF −cos

nonlinear weight
HSCR-BF

+ cos: Hybrid of SBF and CRBF +cos
nonlinear weight

HSCR-BF
− sin: Hybrid of SBF and CRBF −sine

nonlinear weight
HSCR-BF

+ sin: Hybrid of SBF and CRBF +sine
nonlinear weight

HSGR-BF
+ cos: Hybrid of SBF and GRBF +cos

nonlinear weight.
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Table 7: Hybrid of SBF and CRBF with nonlinear weight on CRBF (HSCR-BF
+ sin).

Runs Mean iteration Std variation Std deviation Convergent time Final error
Total 260.360 407.109 0.3457 998.00 0.129
AVG 26.036 40.711 0.0346 99.80 0.013
Min/Max 27.840 56.040 0.008 106.500 0.014

Table 8: Hybrid of SBF and GRBF with nonlinear weight on GRBF (HSGR-BF
+ cos).

Runs Mean iteration Std variation Std deviation Convergent time Final error
Total 219.840 349.010 0.439 1121.00 0.1173
AVG 21.984 34.901 0.044 112.10 0.0117
Min/Max 27.000 46.580 0.008 80.000 0.0165
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Figure 5: Hybrid of SBF and GRBF with nonlinear weight on GRBF
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+ cos).
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Table 9: CPU time usage efficiency for the hybrids.

Runs HSCR-BF
− cos HSCR-BF

− sin HSCR-BF
+ cos HSCR-BF

+ sin HSGR-BF
+ cos

Total 2558.89 2543.50 4223.44 6439.62 4381.33
Average 255.89 254.35 422.34 643.96 438.13

Table 10: Analysis of CPU time on the various hybrids.
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